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SOLDERING

BASIC ELECTRONICS - PART 1
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E. Desoldering station
F. Fume absorber
VI. Preparation for Soldering
A. Warm-up. Allow the soldering iron to reach adequate temperature. The recommended
The Iron
temperature setting is between 600 and 750° F. Some tips may have recommended
operating temperatures that should be observed.
The soldering-iron has a tip which gets very hot (± 350°C).
B. Clean Tip. A clean tip promotes heat transfer and helps to prevent unwanted “solder
Hot enough to melt tin and lead, but not other metals.
bridges” from forming. A heavily oxidized tip will make it impossible to solder properly.
The steps to maintain clean tips are as follows:
1. Moisten sponge.
2. Wipe tip on sponge.
After plugging-in the iron, wait for it to get hot so the layer
3. “Wet” tip with solder – just enough for a very thin coating.
of solder which was left on the tip after the previous
4. Repeat if necessary to obtain a clean, shiny tip surface. Also, repeat between
use(er) melts.
each solder operation to maintain a clean tip (See Figure 5).

Wipe the tip clean on a damp sponge.
Ideally, a clean tip should look like this:

Whenever a hot iron is around, take very serious care not to touch the tip or the stem of the
iron!! Likewise, take care that the iron doesn't touch any cables, plastic surfaces, limbs of
colleagues, pets etc!!
Figure 5. A properly cleaned and “wetted” soldering iron tip.
If you do get a burn from an iron, immediately go hold it under cold running water for about 10 minutes (really!!)
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The Solder
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This is a soft metal wire, usually an alloy (mixture of metals) of tin & lead.
When exposed to the heat of the iron, the solder will melt and stick to any copper,
bronze, messing, iron, nickel, zinc, gold or silver surfaces, provided these
surfaces are also hot enough to melt the solder and provided these surfaces
are clean!!
to a solid as they cool. Because the tin-lead eutectic alloy transitions instantly from a liquid to a solid, it al
produces smooth, bright, shiny, solder joints as there is less of a chance for the joints to be disturbed during t
Most metals mentioned above (all except gold...) oxidize
over process.
time, with While
a thin smooth, bright, shiny joints don’t guarantee a good connection, any differe
cooling
layer of oxide forming on top of the metal surface. Such
an oxide might
layer will
prevent
appearance
provide
the assembler a visual signal of other possible problems occurring in the solderi
the solder from sticking, and must be removed before process.
soldering.
Non-eutectic alloys are said to pass through a “pasty phase” when they exhibit a plastic state in-betwe
a
liquid
and
a solid.
this reason, non-eutectic alloys are usually not preferred for electronics solderi
Special solder exists for Electronics work, which comes with an
inner
core For
of 'Flux'
processes.
As a itself,
non-eutectic
or 'Rosin'. This flux inside the solder-wire melts just before
the solder
and asalloy cools, its’ state will slowly transition from a liquid to a solid. During th
cooling
period,
it
is
subject
to disturbances from vibration and uneven cooling. This may result in a du
the flux flows across the metal surface(s) to be soldered, it will etch away any
bumpy,
minor oxidation before the molten solder comes flowing
along.frosty or grainy appearing solder joint. While this doesn’t necessarily guarantee that the resulti
connection is bad, such an appearance is normally a visual indication that the integrity of the inter-metallic bo
in the final solder joint may have been compromised, which could result in a high resistance connection.
Though there are some specific industry or
military
processes
and
exotic
applications that may call f
Figure
2. Acceptable
solder types
(60/40
and 63/37).
Major oxidation you might see on old components, wires or circuit-boards should be carefully removed with steel-wool or fine sandpaper
using solder alloys of different tin-lead ratios or even “high temp” lead-free solder alloy formulas, curren
before soldering!
none of ApogeeKits’ products fall into these categories. Therefore, ApogeeKits recommends assembling o
Lead-free. Lead-free solders are used as more environmental-friendly substitutes
kits using basic, tried and true, general-purpose2. electronics
solder wire with a tin to lead ratio of 63% tin to 37
for leaded solder, but they are typically not as easy to use mainly because of their
higher melting point and poorer wetting properties.
lead (60/40 is fine) as illustrated in Figure 6.
3. Silver. Silver solders are typically used for low resistance connections but they
Always apply a little bit of solder at a time, and watch how it flows. Don't add
have a higher melting point and are more expensive than Sn/Pb solders.
4. Acid-core. NEVER USE ACID CORE SOLDERS FOR ELECTRONICS! They
more until you're positive it has flowed properly along all metal surfaces. If the
Metal Alloy
Alloy
are intended for plumbing or non-electronics
assembly work. The acid-core flux
Solder
solder doesn't flow correctly, wait a bit and allow the tip of the iron to heat-up
will cause corrosion of circuitry and can damage components. See Figure 3.
Flux
Core
Flux Core
the metal areas to be soldered.
Figure 6
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Figure 6 shows a roll of solder wire with a close-up view of the end of the wire. Notice that the sold
wire has a core of flux. The flux core runs continuously through the center of the wire. This is sometimes ha
to see in practice unless the end of the solder wire is melted onto an solder iron tip in such a way as to leave t
core exposed to view.
Like metal alloys, there are different types of fluxes used in electronics assembly soldering process
The oldest and a common type still encountered when hand soldering with wire is rosin core (R). Rosin itself
a natural product collected from trees (Pine trees typically). The rosin is processed and purified to remo
particles, and usually blended with other rosins to produce flux formulas with stable and desirab
characteristics thatSOLDERING
aid in the soldering process. The primary purpose of any flux is to clean the metal surfac
of the parts being soldered, so that the solder alloy can adhere and form a strong inter-metallic bond between t
materials. A good solder connection requires the surfaces being soldered to be very clean and free of natu

Other Useful Tools for Soldering
Fine wire-cutters for snipping-off the excess wire of the components.
It is officially recommended to cut the excess wire before soldering,
but you can get away with 'trimming the forest' after soldering, if you
are careful!
This means; don't use excessive force and don't bend, break or tear
the wire!! Just snip!

Tools for 'Undo'; Desoldering Tools
To remove a defective or wrongly mounted component, you'll have to desolder the component.
Desoldering Wick is a flux-covered copper-wire braid. When it is pressed onto a solder-joint with the tip of
the iron, it will gradually absorb the solder from the joint into the wick. Cut off the used end of the wick
before using it again.
The Solder-Sucker is a spring-loaded suction pump with a heat-resistant tip. To use it;
1. press the plunger down to 'load' the sucker.
2. melt the solder-joint to be unsoldered with the tip of the iron.
3. hold the tip of the iron in place whilst also holding
the tip of the sucker to the same solder-joint and
press the button on the sucker.
Repeat if necessary, or use the Wick to remove the
remaining solder.
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Circuit-Board Assembly Tips
!"

Carefully figure out which component goes where, and which way round! Study
the provided schematic, board-diagram and the instructions for identifying the
components.

#"

!"
#"

$"
$"

A#C46+#L#

Place all components flush onto the board
Start with the lowest-profile parts, and place the components on
the board in batches of approximately equal-height parts.
This is done so that after each batch, when you turn the board
around to solder it, it will lie flat on the table, and any 'lower'
components which might otherwise fall out will have been
already soldered as part of an earlier batch.

'$("

'$("

Double-check all components' placement & orientation before
soldering. Turning a component around is so much easier if it
hasn't been soldered yet.

#"
!
$
Make sure you have enough light to work by. Most components are really small, and so are the solder-joints you'll be making. In poor
lighting conditions it will be very difficult to see if the solder is flowing correctly.
%

&"
%

&"

#6M9N2828#O8>*+#.#649N28#/:82#
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The Art of Soldering
For Good Soldering™, three ingredients are essential:
1. Patience
2. A steady hand & a good eye for detail
3. Experience

Step 1: Prepare the Iron
First clean the tip on a damp sponge.
Wet the tip by applying a little bit of solder directly to the tip.
A little solder on the tip will improve thermal contact with the metal surfaces to be
soldered, allowing the iron to quickly heat them up to the required temperature.
Too much solder on the tip will probably flow onto the solder-joint and 'blob' it! Wipe the
tip on the sponge again & try again.

Step
The solder will only flow and adhere on surfaces hot enough to melt it. Hold the tip to the
surfaces so that it touches both the solder-pad and the wire sticking through the board.
Give it 2 to 3 seconds for things to heat up.
Larger pads and/or thicker wires may need
longer.

2: Preheat the surfaces to be soldered
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Figure 8

Step You
3: Apply
wantSolder
the flux to melt and flow out of the solder wire core onto the surface of the materials. This

willHolding
be followed
the touch
solder
at tothis
and creating a bridge of molten solder between all of the
the iron inby
place,
themelting
solder-wire
thejunction
pad
contacted
surfaces.
The
and the wire,
not to the
tip ofmolten
the iron!solder bridge will quickly increase the contact area between the iron and the
metal surfaces, and this will further increase the transfer of heat from the tip of the iron into the surfaces being
Solder applied directly to the tip will flow across the pad &
joined.
This happens
very
quickly.
wire eventually,
but it will
not adhere
properly, because
As
soon
as
you
see
the
solder
starting
the flux will evaporate on the tip of the iron and
never to melt, begin to gently feed solder wire into the junction until it
reach thejust
surfaces
to bemolten
soldered.solder to cover the pad all the way around it’s circumference, to create a solder
produces
enough
fillet that envelops the pad and the lead being soldered. Don’t use the tip of your iron to push the molten solder
around the joint. If you have trouble directing solder to the opposite side of the joint, try moving the solder wire
Allowkeeping
1 or 2 mm
of the
solderwith
wire to
melt
and flow
out across
thewill
metal
surfaces.
Hold the
while
it in
contact
the
molten
solder.
This
help
distribute
flux where it is needed and facilitate
tip of the iron in place for 1-2 seconds for the solder to finish flowing, then withdraw the iron.
the flow of the molten solder. When enough solder has been fed to the joint for the formation of a proper fillet,
stop
feeding
solder
wire
and remove
the by
end
of the
thebelow)
joint repeat
area. Keep the hot iron in the joint for an
If the
pad
yet been
completely
covered
solder
(likewire
in thefrom
pictures
Figure
10.hasn't
Soldering
a component
to
a PCB.
step 2 & 32toseconds,
apply moreand
solder,
a little
at ahot
time.iron directly out of the molten solder. Don’t pull the iron out
additional
thenalways
gently
pullbitthe
of the solder
by lifting
up against
the lead or by
re-directing
theofmolten
solder in any direction.
a solder-joint,
sure to preheat
it long ifenough
for all
3. SolderWhen
joints'topping-up'
should be inspected
whenbe
completed
to determine
they have
been the solder
The
process
of so
creating
solderyoujoint
double
sided
or multi-layer
already
present
to melt,
the extraasolder
add on
nextawill
flow into
the existing
'puddle', PCB is the same as just described
properly
made:
not over
it! boards and simply requires that a small additional amount of solder be fed into the joint. On
forand
single
sided
double
sided
or multi-layer
boards,
you11):
should
feed enough solder wire into the joint that as it melts, it will flow
a.
Qualities
of does
good
solder
joints
(See connection!
Figure
More
solder
not
make
a better
Take care not to 'blob' solder onto the
1.
Shiny surface.
down
through
the hole and out onto the top of the board to create a fillet that wets the surface pads and lead at
solder-pad.
2.
Good,
smooth
fillet.
both ends of the plated-through
hole. While this is sometimes easier to say than it is to do, all it takes is a little
bit of practice and experience to master the skill, and produce consistently good results every time.

Good
Too Much Solder

Figure 9

Mister
FigureStock
11.
A goodInterfaces
solder
joint.
Figure
9 illustrates
some
finished solder joints. Two of the joints in the illustration were made with the
proper
amount of solder,
and one PART
of the
of feeding a little too much solder wire into the
8
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1 joints shows the result
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avoided because they indicate contamination and a potential for
failure as in the case of voids. These black spots usually result from
overheated (burnt) rosin or other contaminants such as burnt wire
insulation. Maintaining a clean tip will help to avoid these
Step 4: Inspect Your Work
problems.
5. Balls.
A solder
instead
of awith
fillet,
if the
A good solder-joint
looks like
a shinyball,
silver
volcano,
the can
wireoccur
sticking
out trace
the was
heated
but the lead was not (or vice-versa). This prevents proper
top, instead of a crater
or caldera.
wetting of both surfaces and results in solder being attached to only
If it isn't shiny, if it has
cracks
or ripples, iforit trace).
doesn't have a smooth curving
oneany
surface
(component
'slope' or if there's
darkSolder.
or dull rings
around
theusage
wire, it's
a good
joint. potential
6. any
Excess
Excess
solder
cannot
cover
up other
problems and should be avoided. It can also lead to solder bridges
In most cases, re-melting it will do the trick, otherwise applying the tiniest
seen
indirectly
Figure above
12. Inthe
addition,
amount of solder toasthe
wire
joint. spherical solder joints can result
from the application of too much solder.
Some examples of Bad Joints:

Figure 11. Examples of poor solder joints.
Avoid accidental solder-bridges. These happen when (too much) solder from one pad
'blobs' across to a neighboring pad, creating an unintended connection.
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Just how much solder wire should be fed into the joint depends on the size of the joint being made and
the diameter of the solder wire being used. Creating the joint should require feeding no more than about ! to 1
inch of solder wire into the joint. If it requires more than this amount of solder wire to produce a sufficient
amount of molten alloy to create the proper fillet, then the diameter of the solder wire is probably too small for
the job.5: IfTrimming
you must feed
than an inch or so of solder wire into the joint, it could cause disruptive hand
Step
themore
Wires
movements and take more time than you want to take to create the solder joint. Remember the 2 to 3 second
rule.metal
It should
about another
a secondwill
or so
to feed
required amount
of solder wire into the joint, followed by
Any
part take
touching
create
anthe
(unwanted)
electrical
about
2
seconds
of
heat
to
allow
the
molten
solder
to
wet
to
the
surfaces
in the joint and create the inter-metallic
connection. To avoid this, we'll remove the excess wires sticking out.
bond. Taking longer than this prescribed amount of time could cause damage to the PCB, the electronic
components,
thecutters,
inter-metallic
bond
in the
or all
Using
the fine
cut each
wire
justjoint,
above
thethree.
joint, being careful
not to cut into the volcano-shaped solder-joint.
TRIMMING COMPONENT LEADS
Excessive lead length on the solder side of the assembly should be trimmed down to size. This will
prevent them from being in your way as you work, and reduce or eliminate the chance that they would get bent
over and create a short circuit to anything else after electrical power is applied to the assembly. Figure 10
shows the solder connections we discussed from figure 9, but with the leads trimmed down to the proper length.
Trimmed
joints
Figure 10

A clean, straight cut of the wire will require almost no force. If you feel you're squeezing quite hard and still not cutting, then either your
cutters The
are very
dull, orleads
you're
gripping
the wiredown
incorrectly.
component
should
be trimmed
to the top of the fillet with the use of a pair of wire
cutters. Avoid cutting through the solder fillet just to lower the height of the joint. It’s not always necessary or
Take
not totopull
wrench
with thelead
cutters,
this could
solder-joint,
or, in the case of a very good joint,
even care
advisable
trimorevery
kindthe
of wire
component
downbecause
to the height
of thebreak
solderthe
fillet.
For example,
pull
the entire
solder-pad
off the
board!
components
like
PCB mounted
transformers,
terminal blocks, power jacks, and other parts that can carry large
amounts of electrical current usually have stubby large diameter leads. Using wire cutters to trim such large
component leads after they’re soldered to a PCB could put a lot of stress on the joint, the component itself, and
the PCB.
The plated copper conductors on PCBs are very thin! The action of cutting through the large diameter
lead could put a side load on the PCB and dislodge the circuit pad from the PCB hole and break the electrical
connection from the pad to the circuit trace. This is especially true with single sided PCBs, as they don’t have
the additional strength provided by the plated-through holes found on double sided boards. Don’t be in a hurry.
Even if the leads are a small diameter, even on double sided boards, avoid the temptation to trim more than one
lead at a time for the same reasons.
If you’re concerned that the finished lead length of a component with large diameter leads may be too
long after it’s soldered, then do a “test fit” of the component on the board, and determine where the lead should
be cut before soldering it onto the board. Trim the leads on these components before they’re soldered to the
PCB to avoid damaging the board.
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This document is part of a Beginners Course in Basic Electronics.
download the other papers from:
http://www.mrstockinterfaces.com/groups/wiki/wiki/89c0b/Basic_Electronics.html
Stock, 2009
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